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SILVER CITY, N. M., WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1895.
dures.

AMERICAN SPIRIT.

If the balance of power is justly
cause for jealous anxiety among govern
ments of the old world and subject for
our absolute
none the
less is the observance of the Monroe
doctrine of vital concern to our people
Assuming,
and their government.
therefore, that we may properly insist
upon the doctrine without regard to
the state of things in which we live,'
or any changed conditions here or else
where, it is not apparent why its application may not be invoked in the present controversy. If European power,
by the extension of its boundaries, takes
possession of the territory of one of our
neighlioring republics against its will
and in derogation of its rights, it is dilti-cu- lt
to see why, to that extent, such
European power does not thereby attempt, to extend it system of govern
ment to that porti mi of this continent
which is thus taken. This is the precise action which President Monroe declared to le 'dangerous to o.ir peace
and safety,' and it can make nodillier-enc- e
whether the European system is
extended by the advance of frontier or
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CENTS

al law Ahich are based upon tbe theory

that avery nation shall have its rights

protected and its just claims enforced.
"Of course this government is entirely
confident that under the sanction of this
doctrine we have clear rights and undoubted claims. Nor is this ignored in
The Monroe Doctrino muxt l, Mliiliiln(l
the British reply. The prime minister,
mill no TruvklliiK to O rent Britain, even at Die coHt of
while not admitting that the Monroe
of War.
doctrine is not applicable to present con'
ditions, states:
Washington, Dec. 17. The president
'In declaring that the United Slates
sent the following message to congress
would resist any such enterprise if it
today :
was contemplated, President Monroe
"To Congress In my annual message
adopted the policy which received ti e
addressed to congress on the .'id instant,
entiio sympathy of the English governI ?lled attention to the pending boundment of that date.'
ary controversy between Great Britain
"He further declares: 'Though the
and the liepublic. of Venezuela, and re- of President Monroe is direct
language
cited the substance oí the representation
of objects which
eel to tbe attainment
made this government to lierBrutanie
most Englishman would agree to be
majesty's government, suggesting rea
salutory, it is impossible to admit that
why such disputes should be sub
that they have been inscrilied'' by any
mitted to arbitration for settlement and
adequate authority in the code of interinquiring whether it would be so sub.
national law.'
milted.
"Again he says: 'They (her majes"The answer of the British govern
which
ty's
government) fully concur with the
was
then awaited, has
ment,
apparview which President Monroe
since been received and together with otherwise. ,
disturbance
any
entertained,
that
ently
a dispatch to which it is a reply, is herereis
suggested
in
also
British
tha
"It
to appended. Such' reply, is embodied ply that wa should not seek to apply the in that hemisphere by any fresh acin two communications addressd bv the Monroe doctrine to the pending dispute, quisitions on the part of any European
British prime minister to Sir Julian because it does not embody any princi- state, would be highly inexpedient
Pauncefote. British embajador at this ple of international law which 'is founded change.'
"In the belief tliat the doctrine for
capital. It will be. seen that one of on general consent of nations,' and 'that
these communications m devoted ex- no statesman, however eminent, and no which we contend was clear and deficlusively to observations upon the Mon- nation, however powerful, are competent nite, that it was founded upon substanroe doctrine and claims that, in the pre- to insert into the code oí internaiiomil tial considerations and involved our
sent instance, new and si ranga exten- law a novel prii.ciple whicli was never safty and welfare, that it was fully apsion and development of this doctrine is recognized More and which has not plicable to our present conditions and
and
insisted on by the United Suues, that since
accepted by government of to the state of the world's progress,
that it was directly related to the pend
the reasons justifying an appeal to the any other country.
con
the doctrine enunciated by President
"Practically the principle for which ing controversy and without any
Monroe are generally inapplicable to we contend has peculiar if not exclusive victions as to the final merits of the
the state of things in which we live at relation to the United States. It may dispute, but anxious learn in a satisthe present day, and especially inappli- not have been admitted in so many factory and conclusive manner whether
cable to the controversy involving ilie words to the code of international law, Great Britain sought under the boun
boundary line lietweeii Great Britain but since in international councils every dary claim to extend her possessions on
or whe
and Venezuela.'
nation is entitled to rights belonging to this continent wit.i at righr.r
"Without attempting extended argu- it, if the Monroe doctrine is something ther she merely sought, possession of
ments in reply to these positions it may we must justly claim, it has its place in territory fairly included within berlinés
not be amiss to suggest that the doc- the code of international law as certain- of Ownership, thiB government proposed
trine upon which we stand is strong and ly and as securely as if it were specifi- to the government of Great Britain to
Bound because its endorsement is impor- cally mentioned, and when the United resort to arbitration as a proper means
tant to our peace and safety as a nation, States is suitor More a tribunal that of settling the question to the end that
and essential to the integrity of our free administers international law, the ques- the vexations boundary dispute lictween
institutions and the tranquil mainten- tion to be determined is whether or not the two contestants might lie determined
ance of our distinctive form of govern- we present claims which justice of that and our exact standing and .relation in
ment. It was intended to apply to every code of law can find to be right. and valid. respect to the controversy .might lie
, . V
sttige of our muiónat life and can not be"The Monroe doctrine finds its recou- - made clear.
t i '
"It will be m'n fmii 'rWiwliMH
come obsolete while our republic pn- - nition in those principles of inlcrniition
''
Message of President Cleveland
Congress on the Venezuelan
Question.
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herewith su bmitted that this proposi- pies of the world being otherwise than érs of some one of the counties shall adtion has been declined by the British friendly competitors in the onward minister the oath of ollice to such presigovernment upon grounds which, under march of civilization, and strenuous dent; and thereafter the president shall
the circumstances, to me seem to be far and worthy rivals in all the arts of peace, administer the same oath of oHie to
there is no calamity which a great each of the delegates who may hold cerfrom satisfactory. It is deeply disappointing that such an appeal, actuated nation ran invite which equals that tificates of election issued to them by
by the most friendly feelings toward which follows supine submission to the respective boards of county commislioth nations directly concerned, ad- wrong and injustice, and consequent sioners of said territory ; and the same
dressed to the sense of justice and to loss of national self respect and honor, oath shall be administered by him to
the magnanimity of other powers in the beneath which is shielded and defended the secretary of said convention and all
other officers who may be appointed or
world, and touching its relations to one the peopled safety and greatness.
employed by the same for the transaction
(Signed)
"Gkovku Cm:vkund.
comparatively weak and small, should
of their business.
1895."
Dec.
17,
Executive
Mansion,
no
have produced
better results.
The convention shall frame a constitu"The course to be pursued by this
tion, republican in form. This shall be
government, in view of the present conSTATEHOOD.
submitted to a vote of the qualified elecditions does not appear to admit of sertors, together with a list of state otficers,
ious doubt. Having labored faithfully
The Enabling Act for New Mexico Intro
and a commission made up of the presi
formany years to induce Great Britain to
(IikkI by Delegate Catron.
dent of the convention and two of its
submit this dispute to impartial arbiDelegate Catron's statehood bill pro- members shall canvass the voie and subtration and having been now fully apvides that an election shall be called by mit the proceedings to
the president,
prised of her refusal to do so, nothing
the governor, to tie held on the sixth who in twenty days thereafter shall isremains but to accept the situation, to
Tuesday after the passage by congress of sue a proclamation formally admitting
recognize its place and requirements
the enabling act, and at such election New Mexico to statehood. In this event
and deal with it accordingly. Great
eighty-on- e
delegates to a constitutional the legislature may assemble, organize
Britain's present proposition lias never
convention
shall be elected as follows:
and elect two senators of the United
thus far been regarded as admissable by
Bernalillo
county, eleven delegates; States in the manner now prescribed by
Venezuela, though any adjustment of
boundary with that country may deem Chaves county, one delegate; Colfax the law of the United States; and the
county, four delegates ; Dona Aim county governor and secretary of state of the
for her advantage and may enter
five delegates; Eddy county, one dele
proposed Btate shall certify the eleciion
into of her own free will cannot, of
gate;
Grant county, five delegates; Lin ot tne senators ana representatives
course be objected to by the United
in
coin county, two delegates ; Mora county,
the mainür requiml by jftW
Stales. Assuming, however, that the
attitude of Venezuela will remain un- six delegates; Guadalupe county, two
delegates; Uio Arriba county, six delechanged, the dispute has reached such a
New Frntt California Train,
gates ; San Juan county, one delegate;
stage as to make it now incumbent upon
On Oct. 29 the Santa
Miguel county, ten delegates;
San
the United States to take measures to
Fe route will inaugurUnion
delegate;
one
Santa
county,
determine with sufficient certainty for
ate new and strictly
Sierra
s
its own justification, what is the true Fe county, seven delegates;
serlimited
vice to southern Calidivisional lines between the republic of county, two delegates; Socorro county,
fornia. The California
Venezuela and British Guiana. In- five delegates, and Valencia county,
limited will leave Chiquiry to that end should of course be seven delegates.
cago at 8 p. in. reaches
These delegates are to meet at Santa
conducted carefully and judicially and
Los Angulos in three
ilitii. n..,IU..,. LH
Fe
on the fifth Tuesday after their elec
due weight be given to all available evi
VAgm inree una one-nadence, testimony and facts in support tion. The said convention shall organize
aays. A saving of naif
by electing one of their members as
of the claim? of both parties.
a day's time froin this station corres"In order that such examination president, and some person who is a pondingly reduced. Equipment will
should be prosecuted in u thorough qualified elector of said territory as sec- consist of superb new ves.ibilo Pulland satisfactory manner, I suggest that retary, that the persons holding certifi- man palace and compartme it. !isleeper,
to Los
chair car and dining car thro i
congress make adequate appropriation cates of eleciiun issued by the board ol Angelos without change.
of
respective
county
commissioners
the
for expenses of u commission to hu apThis will lie the fastest and most luxpointed by the executive, who shall counties alone nhull be entitled to take urious seavice via any line to California.
Another daily train will carry through
make the nesessary investigation and part in the election of Mini president in
sleeper and tourist sleeper to San
palace
report upou the matter with the least the first instance, and when said presi- Francisco and tourist sleeper to Los
of
the
bo
one
elected some
possible delay. When such report he dent shall
Angeles as at present. For full particuH. M. Stkckkk,
made and accepted, it will, in my opin- persons holding the certificates of elec- lars inquire ol
Agent.
ion, be the duty of the Vni.ed Slates to tion from a lioanl of county commission- resist by every means in its power, as
wilful agression upon its rights and in- The
CLARKterests, appropriation by Great Britain
of any lands, or to allow her to exercise
WHITSON-LEITC- H
governmental jurisdiction over any territory which after investigation wa
have determined of right belongs to
Yenezula.
"In making these recommendations
1 nm fully alive to the responsibility inJiL '.ISO, TAXIS,
AUWQUEHQUE, X. M.,
SOS HaHivad Am-nrll'i Smi Fiiiiicimi Si,
curred and keenly realize all conseI

first-clas-

it

-
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.

quences

that

may follow,

lam,

never-

theless, firm fn my conviction that Sell reliable goods on eay monthly payments.
Cnn refer to n any families w ith whom they have dealt.
while it is a grievous thing to
Ti.iin'.g of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
plate two great línglisli cpeuking peo- Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos,
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.

The body of 'William Reed, murdered
at the Copper Ruse mine was brought to
this city yesterday and placed in a casket
Purely by Mr. Hinuian, thu undertaker, and
thia morning shipped to Denver,

Married At the Southern Hotel in
this city, December 18. h, by Rev. E. S.
Crosn, Anhiir Harper and Miss Maggie
Miirphv;
Newsy Notes of Happenings
Mr. Harper is the youngest son of
Local.
J. M. Harper, of tlie Gila valley and
Miss Murphy the daughter of the late
A
The Bazaar of the little girls of the St. Mrs. .Murphy, who died in this city
of Kcacluble Farngrnph. Which
Elizabeth's Guild, of the Episcopal about a year ago.: The happy couple
Should Nut
Overlooked
church, last Friday, netted over forty have gone to housekeeping at their
liy our Krudura
dollars. It is intended to devote the home on a ranch near Whitewater
money to the purchase of a líHtifn.' í tJtation.
Christ mas!
rout.
Married
An he residence of the iam- Good bye, Santa Claus. . .
The Las Vegas Optic clipped and .re ily oí ties
hrí.l. in .this city, on the
printed twenty-ny- e
items trom last evening nt December 22d, bv Uv. A. A.
Dont forget the poor today.
week's issue of the Eaoi.e, only one of Ilvde, Adam Kunz and Mrs Minnie I
.
"Peace on Earth; Good will toward which was credited. It is a way the Dotson.
Mr.
Kunz,
who
a
holds
position
in the
Men."
Optic has,, but. we like it. Use your;
of
market
H.
had
Jones,
Geo.
.already
A merry Christmas to all readers of scissors freely brother Russ.
provided
home for his bride and ihey
the Eaolk.
Yesterday's Southwest Sentinel de
are now "at home" in the Dickinson
Are there any of your neighbor'6 votes nearly axoluiuu to "An English collage on Hudson
street, east tf the
View" of
relations between
children barefooted today?
railroad. Tun Eaoi.e joins the many
The Pay ton Comedy Company went this country and Great Britain and not friends of Mr. and Mrs. Kunz in wisha line to the American view of the situ- ing
from here to Albuquerque, yesterday.them many years of wedded joys
ation;- No comment is necessary.
and bliss.
The Eastern Star lodge have an inMarshal Kilburn appeared on the
stallation and banquet. Friday night.
books
Santa Claus did not reach Silver City streets last Saturday with the tax
a double barreled shot
and
in
hand
one
by the reindeer route this Christmas.
gun hi the other, vwietneror not tie
The display in the meat markets of
was using the latter as a "persuader" in
this city today are the linest ever made
in the collection of taxes was not learned.
Bicycles, Guns and Revolvers
here.
George D. Jones' corn fed Christmas
Marshal Kilburn will soon move into beef steers were driven on the scales
Promptly Repaired.
Kates Itoasoiialile.
the Martin Cox cottage adjoining the
last Saturday and the smallest one
Eaulh ollice.
Yiiiikln
St. Sllvu Oily. X. M.
weighed 1500 pounds, while the largest
Little Josie Scott appeared on the turnedthe scales at 100 pounds. Ibis
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
stage Monday night as Hip Van Winkfine beef is on the block in his market
le's daughter Minnie.
Range: D. C. MeMillen has bought from
1 leming ii:nl
iJr. G. N. Wood was called to Brock- vicinkv.
Charles Campbell 160 acres of land north man's ranch on the Mimbres, Saturday
of Silver City, consideration $fo0.
evening to attend Philip '1110111119 Pen
I'osiollici .
The Rebekah lodge I. O. 0. F. will in- rose, who was suffering from an acute
Silver ('r
N. M.
itiate several new members Friday night attack of pneumonia. The doctor left
him resting easy and in a fair w ay to
and refreshments ivill be served.
Did you ever see a cock fight? You recover.
will have mi opportunity this afterWhile Santa Fe is buried in snow and
noon, at the Morrill Opera house. Tick-el- s cold winds
are chilling the marrow in
11.00.
the bones of residents of oilier towns in
Charles Campbell lias bought the in- northern New Mex.co Silver City is enterest of Sam Porter in the 7(5 brand ui joying the glorious sunshine, whicu is
cattle and other cattle in whir'u thev the attractive feature of our inc imparawere jointly interested.
ble climate.
Baxter Bishop is treating hit friends
The Passing of the Old Year," will lie
to Apple. Jack íroín a five gaili n keg
t.e subject of next Sunday morning's
just received from
oí Old
discourse, at the Episcop.il church, by
Virginia, an a Christmas present.
Rev. Edward S. Cross.. All are cordialThe Silver City social elub will have a ly invited to come and see how the imdance at Neweoinb
Hall tonight provements in the church have added to
Those not members of the club can pro its comfort and beauty.
cure tickets of Baxter Bishop, secretary.
of Silver
At a stated
(1 fW
The elegantly attired bridal figure in City Chapter No. ,1, Order of the Eastern
of
the. show window
Max Schutz's store Star, held on the evening of Dec. 17, the
displays the taste and work of an artist. following ollicers were elected for the
UA0K MAM,
Miss Minnie Schwartz is entitled to the ensuing year: Mis.-May 1. Gaddis,
credit of its creation.
worthy Matron; Mrs. Fannie.B. Kelly,
To Mr. J. S. Parmalee, of the Mogollón Associate Matron ; J. J. Kelly, Worthy
C. H. FARGO & CO. mfrs.
telephone line the Eaulk is indebted for Patron; Mrs... Mellie B. Lady, Secreito'SOO MARKET ST, CHICAQC .
; Mrs. Henrietta Schutz, Treasurer;
tary
the' particulars, by telephone message
Salt i')
ood, C01.d11ct.ress;
Mrs. Maggie E.
from Graham, of the killing of Charles Mrs. Jennie A. ... ....ihaiii, A.saocite
Snow bv the Indians.
Conductress.
1

.

11

L.

J. SMITH

General Repair Shop.

j

j

j

Fargo's $2.50

0, .wwMf

Oiuim-inicitio-

...Shoes...

rf

G.C. Shoemaker.
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PERSONAL PALAVER.

25, 1895.

Prof. R. H. Theilmann, whose school Children'! Complimentary Ball Masque,
is closed for the holidays
The Sil ver Social Club will give a
'
complimentary Bui Masque
to
the
was in town Saturday.
Mention of People You Do and Do
children on Wednesday, January 1, 1896
In China, Banquetlamps, Piano lamps, atNewcomb's Hall. Dancing irom 2 to
Not Know.
Parlor lamps and all kinds of lamps we 5 p. m. Only children will be permitshow the best line.
ted to dance who are masked. The la0. C. Hinman.
dies of the Club have been requested to
Ji'dgo
Banta
returned Saturday from take charge of the floor during the
Other Interesting Mutter Which Can Tie
Santa Fe, the Supreme court having ad- dancing and see that, every child has a
Rend With Profit By All Our
thoroughly enjoyable afternoon. Tick-e- ls
journed until February 6th.
will be furnished to parents by apA full line of children's .ladies' and
to Baxter iiihbop, Seety., 011 and
gents' shoes in stoek, at lowest prices, plying
after Thursday, Dec. 12, 1895. Adults
at Borenstein Bros.' Ten cent store.
(who are not Club members) will be
W. D. Puke is in the city.
A Christmas present thai can be used admitted to the gallery as spectators at
Ed. Elrage of the Mangas ia in the every day in the year is appropriate twenty livejumts each".
these times.' Hinman has many of
them.
'Holiday Hated,"
Fresh candies every day at Martin
George Snyder and his sister, Miss
Maher's.
Tickets will be sold between any
the Gold Hill school teacher were points in New Mexico, and on the Kio
J. S. Parmalee came in (rom Mogollón Julia,
in the city yesteoday buying Christmas Grande Division (El Paso line) at rate
Saturday.
of 0'ie lowest standard lirst class tare for
presents.
round trip. Tickets will also be sold
Prof. J. H. Walls, of Cliff, was in town
Don't sleep cold, as Hinman hus just from Silver City to all points in Coloraon Sunday.
recieved a large assortment of those do, reached by our line, at rate of one
Rodney G. Clurko, of Doming was Downuline Comforts. At from $2.50 to lowest lirst class' fare for round trip.
H00 each.
here on Sunday.
Tickets for the alove named points will
D. Neff & Co. have just received a full be on sale on following dales December
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
line of fine Candies, Oranges, Lemons, 24, 25 and 11895., and Jan. 1st 1896.
Nuts, etc. at their Crockery store un Good to rclurn Jan. 2, 1896.
T. N. Hawkins was in town from his Bullnrd street.
11. M. Sleeker, Airent
"Santa I'V Route."
ranch yesterday.
MUses Maud Miller and Mary Agee
Wm. Swancoat, of Hanover was in are visiting Miss Mabel Miller
at Alma,
town on Saturday.
where she is teaching school. Victor
E. B. GANDARA.
Col. J. P. MeGrorty, of Iteming was Culberson accompanying the vinitim
in the city on Monday.
ladies.
(OLI) AND SILVERSMITH.
TV
Call at Genrim
Don't read your neighbor's paper but
j i
n
vviiio
luntc
your orders for Christmas
subscribe for Thb Eagle.
delicacies,
iurney, (.Tantiemes, celery, oysters and j Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Climo were down game,
all of the best.
from Pinos Altos on Saturday.
Neatly Done.
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Fanmunri),
Harry Martin is in from Carlisle spendspending Christmas' in the citv with
ing Christmas with his parents.
PRICES REDUCED.
their daughters, Mrs. S. II. McAninch
Our stoves have arrived. Come and and Airs. Is. A. Alexander, who in
run. Satisfaction Uuaranteeil.
see them.
Mi w Nefff
idly recovering from her recent illness.
Yunklu Ht. HllvcrClty. X, M.
W. H. Decker and Miss Nannie Bibb,
Go to D. Neff and (
of Central were in the city oh Saturday. and get a guess
at the big live foot can- wini eaen ouc purciia.se. first prize
C A. Diinmiek and Miss Trevarrow, uiu,
12 piece toilet set, second prize china
set.
of Pinos Altos wore in the city
Monday.
Miss Alice Jones, who is at honm for
Sheriff II. 0. Bursum, of Socorro was
here between trains Monday and yestcr-day- . the Holidays from the Airrietiltnnil
lege at Las Cruces, speaks in the highest
terms ot that institution and of the urn.
George 0. Perrault, one of the repub-lira- n
gress made by the students thtrcat.
cheiftains of the Mimbres was in
D. P. Carr. AiwnnnNint un,l T
town on Saturday.
writer. Hooks t,wt.i i.tn.. ...... i.. ..."
Vic Culberson, S. B. Biddle and accouuts checked, adjiiiteil and ii.ilaiic.id.
Kolwrt Boulware of the Sapollo were in Letters and documents typewritten and
copies made. Call at Tim Eaulk ci tic .
town on Sttturduy.
When in ii(il r ant-- i I,;.... :.. .1
Bring your job work to Thb Eaolk
nr (jhiGsuiiru iii,.,...u .... i
I
rorkerv
It will be done neatly, promptly and Neft A Co.,
a complete line i.
at reasonable rates.
.:
..frniii
... uiwl iLiti.m
11111
,i0 inul.
luruii .1...
George D. Lincoln, the Pinos Alto lard Street- - - next door to nine. lil
The Pinos Altos bovs attendimr it...
KiHite was uown irom that elevated
IIAMMOM),
camp on Monday.
Agricultural College at Las Cruces,
UK-LOC- K
W. H.Durkeeyesterduy rccieved word James Climo, Frank Stephens and HenAND
of the death of his aged
ry
Stanley are at home for the Holiday
mother, in
DEMORE.
Michigan last week.
vacation. They are well pleased with
NEW. Slot). maiVERED ANYWHERE.
uie scliool and are making good prugrei.
Miss Maud Knuckey has gone to
UX 11 HAND.
0 TO 875,
her
Typewriters M,i iIivmIs old machine
home in Georgetown to spend Christ.
taken
Silver City Water Works Notice.
,11V1' Í"1' n,'w typewriters or bicycles,
mas with her parents.
H111,)l"'s' .verythlnn i?utirunteed
ilii.
As many of our patrons desire to pav l.y
Do you wish to retain a cony of your
monthly,
we will on and after Jan. 1st
letter? Call upon D. P. Can- - at The 1898,
all rates pavablu monthly PINNKY & ROBINSON,
Eaole ornee and have it typewritten subjectmake
to rules and regulations of the
Bicycles, Typewriters nnd Plioto Stock.
with a many copies as you want.
Waior Works.
,i(ENIXi ARlZ0A- E. B. Foster, Mgr.
KHt?híí;iW.Aw--

at Pinos Altos,

c

i

e.

...
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

of Silver Clty'n School! for the
Holiday!, with appropriate exereUen,

Clonln

PKCKMWR 25

the Normal school, was selected at the
commencement of the present term as
teacher of the primary department, and
lias very creditably filled the position.'
She has 91 enrolled and 65 in daily attendance.
Louis Payne, one of the pupils renders
satisfactory service as janitor of the
school building.
The enrollment of the schools aggregates 356 and the average daily atten-

IKHó.

in New Mexico." Among the
papers to be read are found 'the following subjects; "Teaching Patriotism,"
"Will the Twentieth Century want a
Agencies
new Teacher?", "Form-itivin American Politic," "Nature Studies a a Foundation .for Literature" and
"Music in the public Schools."
This meeting promises to .be one pi'
unusual inteiet-- t ar.d will no doubt be
well attended. The session will condance, is 272.
tinue three days tomorrow, and Fri;
There were over thirty visitors at the day and Saturday. The Santa Fe railon Friday last, among road has made a special rate of $8.15 for
them being a director of the school, Mr. the round trip. Tickets good for return
Brahain,' Mr. Link, county superintenuntil January 2d.
dent of schools and the representative of
Thk Eagi.k, all of whom were very
Ora nd' Allium) I'lrntM. Oiiarcf, MvkIoo.
agreeably entertained.
Dec. 8th, '1895 to January 1st, 1896.
Tickets for the aliov' occasion will lie
The Kilneatlonal Anuncia! Ion of New on sale and good to return as follows:
Mexico,
Pates of sale Dec. 7 and 8 return Dec.
5.
"Dec. 14 and 15 return Dec. 20-The tenth annual meeting of the above
6.
Dec. 21 and 23 return Due.
association' will be held at Albuquerque,
Fare for round trip $8.45.
opening at 10 a. m. tomorrow, the 26ili.
H. M. Sleeker,
Agent.
The Eaoi.r has received a copy of the
programe of the meeting, which includes
the addresses to lie delivered, the papers,
to lie read and the topics for discussion.
Grant county occupies a prominent
position on the programe, K. H.
oí Pinos Altos being the president
of the association, will deliver the anPROPRIETORS.
nual address. Prof. GeorgeKelby, pres
ident of the Normal school will read a
Dealers In
paper pn "History and Political Science."
Miss May Gaddis has been asigned .a DRY .GOODS and CLOTHING,
place in the discussion to follow the
reading of papers and Miss Ada M. Cut
ami
ler, formerly in the city schools here,
GLASSnow of Albuquerque will lead the dis- CHILDRENS' SHOES.
cussion of one of the must important
WARE and CROCKERY.
papers.
Ainado
supHon.
Chaves, territorial
Door
On Bullard St. Next
erintendent of public instruction will
A
billett1
Son.
To
del i ver un add'V-on "Educational Pro
gress

Last Friday afternoon the schools of
Silver City were closed for two week's
vacation, and the usual monthly exercises were substituted for the class recitations. In the room of the principal,
Miss Koehler8inging "Christmas Bells,"
by the school was the opening, followed
by declamations and recitations by the
pupils, who gave evidence of careful
training and preparation Hnd .acquitted
themselves very creditably. The pupils
of all the other grades were assembled
in Miss tiaddis' room, where a carefully
arranged programe had been prepared
and the exercises were of the most iiir
teresting character. The Eaumj has
not space to mention each number on
the programe, but the large number of
visitors were delighted with the manner
in which, the pupils performed their
respective parts.
Silver City has always had a just pride
in her public schools and the constant
improvement therein has increased that
pride. No town in the west can .:boast
of public schools nearer "up to date"
than those of Silver City.
For the present school year Miss
M. 11. Koehler, who has few equals asan
educator is (he principal of Silver Ci.y's
schools. Miss. Koehler has been employed in this capacity for nearly six
years and has demonstrated her peculiar
fitness for the position and given satisfaction to both pupils and parents, as
well as maintaining harmony with the
teachers in the school.
The school is graded and Miss Koehler has the seventh and ninth grades in
her room; in which there are 42 enrolled
and an average daily attendance of 34.
Miss .leannette A. Gaddis is the eluden t assistant principal and has the
fifth and sixth grades in her room. The
enrollment in these grades isfl5, and the
daily attendance 55. .Miss Gaddis has
Proprietor' of the
been employed in theSilver City schools
since the term of 1890, lieginning in the
primary and earning her: deserved pro- -'
u
i im i
i. o. m
motion to her present position.
i v
Miss Mary Agee, who has successfully
conducted schools in other districts in
the county for two years prior to her engagement in the city schools for the present term, lias the third and fourth
S
i ' I.
.1
it
graaes, in wnicn
mere
are enrolled
To
M
and the daily attendance is 60.
Miss Lizzie Black, who has since 1887
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest.
been in continuous Bervice as a teacher
in the schools of Silver City, and who
has made a specialty of primary work
and declined promotion to higher grades,
th is year has the first and second grades
in
in her room, The enrollment :in which
is 85 and the daily attendance 58.
We solicit your patronage
Also a full line of FRUIT.
Miss Belle Eckles, who has the proud
liULLAW ST.. SUVFfí PITY. N. Jlf.
distinction of being the first graduate of
'

closing-exercise-

.13-9-

95

27-9-

.
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TEN CENT STORE

The.il--mau-

BORBNSTEIN BROS.

ladies', gents'

...

.

B. T. LINK,

PEOPLE'S

$

Igfarsaftib f

eat:
Jill
III

ARK FT

Beef,, Pork, and Mutton.
!

.

Oysters, Fish and Game

Season.
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The Chrldtma

lt5.

Miss Emma J. Kenton, at the home of district, R. Martinez; Second district, C.
the. bride in Surrey, Indiana, November AV. Kennedy, president; Third district,
28. The contracting parties were until D. C. Hobart, secretary ; Fourth district,

Tree.

Only a star a shining star
.
More glorious than our planets are,
But watched by wishful eyes and bright, recently residents of Globe, and their W. R. Tipton ; Fifth district, G. L.
And longing hearts, that wondrous many friends here are rejoiced to learn Ulrick.
'
of their happy union. Mr. Berray was
night.
i.
formerly superintendent of the Old Do
When the Heart is Affected
Only a manger,
been By Rheumatism or any of the muscles
minion
Copper
had
and
Company,
That to some public inn belonged,
with the company many years, and con- near that organ, it is like tampering
Where sweet breathed cattle quietly'
tributed largely to the success of the en- with an electric wire, for deatli may
For midnight slumber bent the knee.'"
worth
terprise. When that property was trans-fe- n came at any moment. IfgetlifeDr.is Drnm-mond's
it, do not hesitate, but
Only the light of tapers small,
ed to its present owners, Mr., Berray
Lightning Remedy. Send $5 to
That on to tender faces fall,
accepted the superintemieney of Mr.' the Drummon'1 Medicine Co., 48 MaidTwo tender faces one divine
Frank Simpson's copper and iron mines en Lane, New York, and ihey will send
That(8f,il through all .the centuries at Hanover, near Silver City, N. M., and you two large bottles enough for one
month's treatment, by first express. It
',
'., is now engaged
'..!."
in opening up those is not as quick as electricity hut it will
From palace walls, from thrones of gold, properties.
save your life if you take it in time.
(..,.
Miss Kenton, the bride, a niece of Mr, Agents Wanted.
From ehurche8shrines, cathedrals old,
Where the grand masters of their art , E. Kenton, of Globe, was for two years
itlon Meet- -'
Wrought faithfully with ,'bond and teacher in the Globe public school. She Territorial Educational A.i'ii
N. M. Dee,
Albuquerque
lug
at
is a. lady of many accomplishments and
..
heart.;
i.
!

!

,

'

shadow-thrórige-

d,

V

y

a favorite among her acquaintances
For this occasion tickets will be on sale
i.
here.
December 26, 27 and 28 good tp return
Mr, and Mrs. Berray will be "at home" January 2nd 1896: Fare for round trip
H. M. Sleeker, Agent "Santa
after December 20th, at Silver City, N. 8.15.
M., where they will reside. Globe, Ari Fe Route."
zjna, Silver Belt.

Only a bate! in whose 'small hand
Is seen no sceptre of command,
But at whose name, 'with Freedom's

,

sword,'
Move the great armies of tho Lord.
Only a cross ! b,ut oh, what light
Shines from God's throne on Calvary's

.'MAr

height!
His birth, His Ufe, the angels see,
Written on every Christmas tree.

.

.:

Explanatory,

Broadway Hotel

,.

It was not the intention

of the local
editor of Tub Eaoi.e, in referring lo the
Normal school hero in our last issue, to
M. A. Penison.
detract anything from the due of Professors Selby and Long for the. improvement of the present term of that school
Murdered by Apttnhei.
Last Thursday, the 19th a searching over the last. Prof. Selby is the presparty found the ttody of Charles Snow, ident of the Normal school in all that
foreman of Isaac Siggins' cattle ranch, the name of that office implies, and he
in the mountains near the- mouth of has exercised full control over the disMule Creek, about nine miles .from Sig- cipline, order and methods of teaching
gins', which is about 60 miles'northwest in the 8cbool. Whatever Miss Gaddis
of Silver City on the road to Mogollón. has aoheived in this has been because of
The body was riddl'éd with bullets and the authority given her by Prof. Selby
almost entirely stripped of, clothing. to exercise her administrative ability
The unmistakable signs of the red devils in t hat direction. Prof. Long has taught
is
found by the party in the vicininty left in a separate building and
room
no doubt as to the murder having been discipliné and oriler are well maintained.
i
The three teachers in the normal
;
committed by indians.
Snow had left the ranch on tlie'Fri school are working together in harmony
day before, the 13th, and hud leen'or l'ie 8UU'l''", of the school and are
missing all this time. Snow was well each entitled to credlt-fo- r
the' present
known to all the stockmen of ibis .sec-tio- successful sesión.
at-h-

This Favorite Hotel has
been completely refitted
and is first class in '
every particular.
Sample Room in Connec- -'
tion. "

Abraham,:

A.

Proprietor.'

BROAD WAY RESTA U RANT.
Under Broadway Hoti.l,

,

Everything New and Elegant.'

Meals at all hours, clay and

night.

n,

he having been empjmed on several different ranches in die northern
part of the county, of which he had
Ix'en a resident fffr several year ;"
,
Notwithstanding j,ho uYoundj'd coni
elusions of the military airtlmritieg ana
officers of the Indian, department tfat
no indians were off their reservation and
that Mexicans had committed recent
murders in Arizona, the killing of Snow
proves that the wards of "the government are guilty of these, murders and,
as usual the troops have proven absolutely impotent in affording any protection to the settlers.
:

;

Hymeneal.
hi

Wé are in receipt of cards announcing
the marriage of Mr. Jüle S. Berrav to

'A meeting of the territorial board of
equalization will, be held in Santa Fe on
Thursday, January 2, 1896, for the trans-

action
lioard

important

of
is

composed

YOUR

business, - The
as follows: First

.

Oysters, fish and game in season.

The best meals in the city.
Jim On,
'
..

Chef and Manager.

ATTENTION

PLEASE

M" 1

desire to inform you that having purchased- the Btock.'fixturee
J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue th
business at the same place.
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and wil
appreciato a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
Very Truly,

.....

etc. of Mr.

,

,

J.

R.

HICKS.
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THE SUPREME COURT.

Tex. From this place they are tele- of the city, going in the direction of
graphed to several of the important Cerrillos. Hundreds of th residents of
The Healer Passes Through Santa towns of the territory and are sent to this place were sorely disappointed
others by mail. For the first few days
the healer did not stop here. He
Fe Wiihont Stopping.
it cannot be said that the service was is evidently on his way down the Uio
up to the standard 'or the indications Grande in search of a warmer climate.
Governor Tliorntu i H im Ruturnnd from a
were not verified in any particular.
Trip TIioukIi th South Hllil tho
However the forecasts may be more acAtlantic!
The I'ayton Comedy Company.
Exposition.
curate in the future.
The above company closed a very sucThe supreme court of- - the territory cessful season last Monday night with
nta Fit, December 23, Governor
here last Thursday for the purpose a presentation of "Rip Van Winkle."-Thmet
Toorn'ou returned on the delayed train
of
handing
down decisions in cases
yesterday from a trip through the south-an- d
plays of this company are always of
a
to the Atlantic Exposition, which had been determined at the ses- the highest class and are presented in a
after an absence of about three wteks. sions which had been held heretofore faultless manner. The season opened
He went in special cur with a party ot and in which no written opinions had last Wednesday night with "The Golden
Albuquerque and Santa Fe people and been rendered. All of the justices were GiantMine" on the boards; on Thursday
while uwa,' waf i it.ervie.vj I :i number of present except Justice Collier, who was night "The Carniencita" was the play ;
timed by representatives of southern in the south on a pleasure trip. There "Hazel Kirke" was played on Friday
newspapers and succeeded in advertis- were not so many opinions handed down night; " Kathleen Mavoumeen" was
ing New Mexico considerably through- as was expected for the reason that the presented at the Saturday matinee and
out the sutth. The party went to El justices had been too busy with court "Inchttvogue" was Saturday night's
Paso over the Sti'ita Fe, thence to New matters in their districts to prepare play.
Oi'leam and Atlanta, wliero they spent many opinions. An elaborate opinion
Mr. Isaac Payton and Miss Mattie
some days The g iveruor returned by was handed down in the Hughes con- Keene of this company are no strangers
tempt case. The opinion was written to theater goers in Silver City and receivway of Chicago.
Such a spirit of patriotism has not by Justice Laughlin and Chief Justice ed an enthusiastic welcome. They were
been manifested in the ancient for many Smith and Justice Collier concurred. A well supported by the company and all
a day as wm
hut week when the separate opinion was tiled by Justice who attended were agreeably enterpresident's message, in reference to the Bantz and Hamilton, in which they dis- tained.
Venezuela affair, was received here. sented from the opinion of the majority
This company charged popular prices,
of the court as to the punishment and 50
Only words of commendation
cents,, without extra charge for
were
some other minor matters in the case. reserved seats, a feature which was
heard on every hand.
The previous shortcomings of the pres The opinion of the majority was an
appreciated by our people. The time
review of the case and numer has passed for charging $1.00 to witness
ideut appear, for the time at least, to be
entirely overlooked in the universal up ous opinions were cited in support of the a play which in the east is presented for
probation with
the message was position taken by the court. Tho su- less than half that sum. The music and
received. There is not a prominent preme court, after u session of five days parade of the cornet band every day durman at the territorial capital who is not adjourned last Friday.
ing the stay of the company was also
Thero will be a meeting of the Bureau' appreciated.
fully in accord with the patriotic utterof Immigration in this city on the 13th
ances of the president.
The Paj ton Company are deserving of
Sante Fe can now boast of a signal of January, that being the date fixed by of the generous patronage of the public
service station ami already the town statute for the regular annual meeting wherever they may appear.
feels the eitects ol the service. D. rector of the bureau. It is expected that there
t'uoJ attendance and that there
Hersey succeeded in getting the tele- - i wi"
grapliie forecasts lust week and for three will lie considerable business of import'
and
days ihu white sigm l flag .(touted from ance transacted.
liVti nmu
ti rat
hnalar cru vn
tlie tliigctalf on the lop of i lie Catron
Feed Stables,
building. The while Hug is intended to Santa Fe a visit of very short duration
convey the intelligence to ihe commun last week, lie had been expected for L. H. Eowlek, Proprietor.
ity that; I Uve is to be clear weather, but severiil (la'lj lml wl,(í" he camü he Ullme
Dealer in Hay and Grain.
during alune ,hree da
the sky Wttij "like a thief in the night" and remained
Free Stable room for Freighters.
overcast and the beuuutiil snow descend- but a few minutes. He arrived between
imputar Corral, repaired and reThis
11
passed
12
o'clock
and
night
and
at
ed on i he just and the unjust alike.
Is hotter lilted I an ever to accommobuilt.
It fell about the folds of the signal Hag through the town without deigning to date the public.
and the citizens of the ancient city but- stop over night. He came in from the
Special tmliin nients to the FreliilitliiR
toned their coats more tightly about northwest and passed through the heart trudu.
them, the young men and maidens went
sleighriding and the merry jingle of
sleigh bells was heard on evety street,
but the signal flag still said that the
weather ojght to be clear. Colore the
storm was over the heaviest fall of snow
of the season was on thu ground.
Many of the citizens of Santa Fe have
very grave doubts concerning the aecur-as- y
of the weather forecasts as tele3
ONE GIVES RELIEF.
graphed to the observer here and not a
few of them blame the signal Mag for
bringing such an unsual storm. The
new service was inaugurated last week,
tho for'O'i'Q oi"vv from 1l'"vtn,

Elephant Corral

f
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'
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IS IT FAIR!
Residents' of New Mexico who
are anxious to see the territory
admitted to the union will consider
with a great deal of interest the apportionment of delegates to the constitutional convention as embodied
in Delegate Catron's bill. The bill
provides for eighty-on- e
delegates to
be appointed ns follows: Bernalillo
county, elevon;Chaves county, one;
Colfax county, four; Dona Ana
county, five; Eddy county, one;
Grant county, five; Lincoln county,
two; Mora county, six; Guadalupe
county, two; Rio Arriba county, six;
San Juan county, one; Union county, one; San Miguel county, ten;
Santa Fe county, Beven; Sierra
county, two; Socorro county, five;
Taos county, five; Valencia county,
seven..
It was to be expected
publican delegate would

that a

re-

favor the
republican party as much as possible, but this apportionment seems
to be entirely too one sided. For
the past ten years Grunt county
has cast; on nn average, several
hundred more votes than Valencia
county, yet Valencia has sevan delegates to Grant five, Valencia is
reliably and overwhelmingly republican, while Grant might elect
democratic delegates. The counties
of Sierra, Chaves and Eddy poll a
good many more votes than Valencia, yet these three counties are to
be accorded but four delegates to
Valencia seven. Santa Fe county
casts about twice as many votes as
Valencia, but it will have the same
number of delegates to the constitutional convention as Valencia.
--

Valencia county gave Catron over
a thousand majority and Santa Fe
didn't. Dona Ana, Grant and Socorro counties each cast many more
votes than Valencia, yet each of
these counties will have but five
delegates to valencia seven. San
Miguel county casts about three
times as many votes as falencia
and more votes than Bernalillo,
yet San Miguel has but three more
delegates than Falencia and has
less than Bernalillo.
Ferily St.
Catron is looking out for his own.
In view of these facts, it will be
difficult to persuade the democrats
of the territory that they are getting a square deal, but it is not
at all likely that they will oppose statehood on this ground.
The democrats of New Mexico
earnestly desire statehood and they
are not going to allow such a trifle
as a failure to get proper, representation in the constitutional convention prevent them from working in
favor of statehood. Delegate Catron will have the support of the
democrats of the territory in his
tfforts to secure statehood in spite
of the fact that none of the democrats of the territory expect fair
treatment at his hands. If he can
get a bill providing for the admission of New Mexico to the union
through congress, and we doubt
his ability to do so very much, he
will have the united support of the
New Mexico democracy. His republican friends profess to believe
that he will be able to get anything
through congress which he wants to
get through, but we are of the
opinion that they have greatly

the ability

over-estimat-

of

their

leader. There are abler men in the
republican party in New Mexico
than Mr. Catron and the republican will discover his before
they are many months older.
.

Si.nck the killing of Merrill and
his daughter near Ash Spring there
has been a persistent effort on the
part of some of the newspapers to
make it appear that the reported
Indian outbreak was all for effect
and that it waB done by the residents of the sectior of country surrounding Fort Tho;n..a and in order

to secure the restoration of that
post. These papers are either studiously misrepresenting the state of
affairs or their editors are not familiar with the country where these
depredations have been committed.
But for the protection which the
troops at Fort Thomas furnished
against attacks by hostile Indians,
the people of the Gila valley do not
care whether there is a post in the
valley or not. They are good sensible people and are not pining for
the society of army lieutanants.
They want protection and think
that they are entitled to it as a
matter of right. For many years
that section of country has been
harrassed by hostile Indians and it
will continue to be harrassed as
long as there is u handful of the
bloodthirsty Apaches remaining on
the reservation. It is idle to talk
about civilizing ilese Indians.
They will not be civilized. They
will remain as a menace to residents
of the country surrounding the reservation as long as the Apache
tribe endures and it is no more than
right the government should furn- ish protection to the citizens whose
lives are in constant peril.

Already John Bull is getting
ready to back out of the I ciiezuela
affair as gracefully as possible.
The English diplomats were taken
by surprise at tho action of congress in sustaining the president
and the bullying talk of tint English
papers grew much softer us soon as
they found that President Cleveland did not stand akne in the
matter. At first the great English
newspaper writers, who know about
as much of this country as they do
of the region surrounding the north
pole, were inclined to take the message as a bit of campaign thunder,
but now that they have aci ertained
that there is no politics about it
they are taking it a little moro seriously. Thty will talk w ir for a
time and then discover some hole
to crawl out of and that will be
the end of it. No amount of provocation will induce John Bull to
put himself up as a target for
American bullets.
He has had
quite enough experience in that
line.
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LOOK OUT FOR A ROAR.

Farmers' Institute.
brought about it would forever setA
farmers'
institute will he held at
resident Cleveland has at last tle the Alaskan boundary question.
New Mexico Agricultural college, at
the
sent a message to congress which The United States would extend to
Las Cruces, Thursday to Saturday, Janmeets with universal approbation the Arctic Ocean and the British uary
1896. All those who are interin this country. We refer to his provinces in north America would est in agricultural matters are cordially invited loatter.d and take part in the
message in reference to the
n be no more.
disscussions. Papers are expeted to be
question which he sent to
presented on most of the following subEnglish
bluster
about the
congress last week. He gave the
jects:
Watermelons, milch cows, windaffair is beginning to quiet
British lion's tail such a twist as it
mill irrigation, strawberries, chrysanhas not had for many years, and down. Just as soon as John Bull themums, wine from the Mission grape,
from the tone of the message it sees a prospect of a fight on his vegetable culture, asparagus, history of
looks as (hough it would he good hands in which he promises to be agriculture in New Mexico, feeding hogs
on alfalfa, growing roses, window gar
policy for the lion to assume a more the under dog, he becomes quite
dening, irrigation by pumping, manage
tractable aspect if he doesn't want calm. He has no desire to get in- ment of communal ditches, how to
to h ave his tail twisted even more to a muss with Brother Johnathan. prune trees, injurious insects, soils,
cultivation of the grape, peaches,
vigorously. Our ability to do the
Now is a good time to settle the apples, tomatoes, and canning fruit,
job in the most approved manner
Alaskan boundary for all time. wheat, alfalfa, packing fruit, marketing
can not be seriously doubted and
While we are having a plain busi- fruit, the park, poultry, alfalfa bloat,
it would not be saying too much to
and sugar beefs.
ness talk with our English cousins weeds, alkali
venture the opinion that
It is also intended to have general disof Ihe people of the United States all our little differences might as cussions on such topics as the following:
well be settled.
Does the Rio Grande valley land need
are waiting for an apportunity to
manuring? Should vines be irrigated
ChrlHtiniiH.
present itself to give the imperial
in winter? Is it necessary to cover the
The anniversary of the birth oí Jesus vines in winter? How should peach
lion's tail such a twist as he will
not forget for many generations to Christ is universally celebrated not only trees be irrigated? How to get rid of
2--

lene-zuela-

T'ene-zuela-

n

ean-agri- a,

two-thir-

come.
We twisted his caudal appendage

by those whose orthodoxy leads them to
Iks joyful on the (lav, hut hv people of all
ami of no creeds. The custom of giving
receiving presents on that .day, and

alkali? When should grape vines be
pruned? What are the lest varieties of
apples, peiic.hu-!- , plums? What causes
the Kio Grande to run dry?
Any suggestions regarding the institute will Ik? thankfully received by the
committee.
Geouois Ykst.u.,

gently during the revolutionary
rerun! and durine the war of RVlui cleiving distress and helping the
become
poor on Christmas day has
we nulled it quite severely but now
universal, and thousands do not regard
we are ready to give it such a twist the
day as other than one of merriment
that will cause the old fellow to and of good deeds. In this it ha its
T. P. A. Cockiiri.i.,
roar as he never did before, and we uses and the world is better for it ; and
Committee.
mistrust that he suspects the truth it is fitting that the birthday of He
whose mission was "Peace on Earth;
and will very speedily place his Good will
(ruiid Hull muí Hnmiit,
toward Men,'' should he
tail between his hind legs and re- chosen as the day of such merriment The.Knights of Pythias will give a
tire as gracefully as possible in the ami of good deeds. It has become grand ball and bamiuet at Neweoinb's
essentially a children's day and many hall, on New Years's Eve. Invitations
circumstances.

ii

iaie ne na. neen poiung nisi
nose into our affairs rather more
than .a well bred lion, with the fear
of the American eagle in his heart,
ought to and it is no more than
proper that he should be advised in
plain language of the state of affairs
and if the offensive practice be not
promptly discontinued, measures
looking to an enforced discontinuance ought to be adopted without
any unnecessary delay.
It has ben about a generation
since our fighting boys have had a
chance to show their fighting qualities and it may be confidently asserted that we have a few hundred
thouand who would take a great
deal of pleasure in firing American
bullets at Her Majesty's subjects.
If such a state of affairs should be

a man carries through life thu impress have been issued. This will be one of
the most enjoyable events of this season.
I ot the lessons ol charity,
upon his li
$1 .50 per couple, including
Tickets
buuevolence ai.d
imparled
at thu Chris; mas time.
Will Ihhiix I'rodln iiiatlon,

Hull I'IkIiI.

Washington, Dec. 21. The constitution of Utah which was Jirought to
Washington a week ago by the Utah
commissioner has been examined by
the president and Attorney General
Harmon and found to be in all respects
in accordance with the terms prescribed
in the enabling act. Therefore thu president will irsue a proclamation January 4, declaring U;ali a state of the
Union. As the state olliceis assume
their duties on the first Monday following the admission they will be in olfiee
January 6.

Did you ever see one?
Now is your time. For the annual
Fiesta at Juarez, Mexico. Dec. 8, to Jan.
1st, the Santa Fe will make great Iv reduced rates on the follow ii g dales, Die.

Tho national democratic,
will meet in Washington,
January 16, for the purpose
the usual call for tho next

national convention.

committee
Thursday,

7,8, 14, 15, 21, 22, and other dales
during the holidays. Ask nearest agent

for full particulars
G. T. Nicholson.
E. Copland
G. A. El Paso, Tex. G. P. A. Chicago.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
Notary Pudmc.

of issuing

democratic

Office

at

S'lA'ER C'TY.

Post-offic- e.

Mvio.
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FOR MONEY.

Good Word! for Silver City.
C. W. Uptegrove, who owns a valuable
The Foreman of the Copper Koie Mine, at ranch of 200 acres
within half a mile of
Camp Villine Killed and his Trunk
the railroad depot at Belen is visiting
Riaed of It Contents.
the city
and made a pleasant call
Last Saturday afternoon, between the at the Citizen office. He recently visit
hours of 3 and 5, at the Copper Rose ed his
H. M. Stecker, the
mine, which is situated near the deserted railroad agent at Silver City, and the
Camp Villines, about five miles south of gentleman wurms into enthusiasm in
Georgetown and about fonr miles west speaking of the resources of the county
of San Lorenzo, William Reed, foreman seat of Grant. "It comes the nearest to
of the mine was killed by unknown per- being a
city the weather
sons, the object being robbery.
is not cold the finest apples in the
When the two men Americans who southwest grow there, one that weighed
were working for Reed, went to work at l pounds ought to have been shown at
1 o'clock, Reed
told them that he the fair thousands of the finest cattle
would go after some water, which had to
squash! there was one that weighed
be hauled about a mile and upon
his 118 pounds hogs fatten on acorns in the
return would comedown in the shaft oak groves
plenty of cheap wood for
and assist them in putting in some holes fuel A'hich furnishes a living to many
for blasting.
haulers from one to three carloads of
He did not return to the shaft
and coucenctrates shipped from the mills
the men worked until 5 o'clock, when every day in fact a town that does not
they went to their camp and started a know what hard times mean."
It
fire to prepare their evening meal. See- would take a column to do Mr. Upte
ing nothing of Reed, they went to his grove's little talk justice. Albuquerque
tent, which was about forty feet from Citizen.
their camp and found his lifeless body
on the ground.
The murderer
The New
to-d-

son-in-la-

had
evidently first struck Reed across the
forehead with a shovel handle, from
which Uin blade had been broken
off,
crushing his skull, and afterward shot
liiui, the bullet entering the back of the
head and passing out over the left eye.
The lock of his trunk had been pried "off
with a pair of pincers and there had
been taken from it $100 in
money, a
gold watch, a silver watch
and a 41
Colt's
There is but little
doubt that Reed was shot with this gun.
At 10 o'clock Saturday night word
was brought to sheriff Shannon
and he
end deputy McAfee at once started for
the scene of the murder. There had been
a light fall of snow after the killing
and
no tracks could be followed.
The mine
is situated in an isolated
spot, where
there are hut few ever passing, which
renders more difficult the detection of
the perpetrators of the crime.
Suspicion is naturally directed to the
men working in the shaft, but no
evidence has been developed against
them, and two Mexican, who stopped
at the camp at the noon hour ara also
suspected. The officers are following
every elue and it is to be hoped that the
murderers will bo detected and arrested.
The Copper Rose mine was being
worked by Prof. Lindermann of Colorado, under bond from the owners,
J. A.
Lucas, of this city and John Clark, of
lvunhoe. Mr. Reed having been sent
from Colorado to take charge of the
mine, had been there only five or six
months. He had received the money
kept in his trunk as his wages and had
shown it to the men working in the
mine and, they ciaim to the Mexicans,"
who wero there on the fatal day also.
r.

tan-gib- le

(iine( J.aiv.

As some of the readers of The Eaoi.r
may not be fully advised of the provisions of tfiegame law enacted by the last
legislature the first section thereof is
here printed:
Section 1. No person shall kill or
wound, ensnare or trap any deer, elk,
fawn or antelope within this territory
between the first day of January and the
first day of October in each and every
year.
The penalty for violation of this law-ia fine of not less than $25 nor more
than $50, or imprisonment in the
county jail not less than ten nor more
than thirty days.
s

Greatest on Earth.
James M. Brooks, Washington Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo., makes affidavit that he
suffered from Rheumatism for yearn,
until persuaded to try Drummond's
Lightning Remedy, and that by its use
he has been fully restored, He says the
remedy is the greatest on earth. This
is high praise, but fully warranted by
other miraculous cures. If you want to
be cured, send $5 to the Drummond
Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lane, New
York, and they will send to your express address two large bottles of their
remedy. This treatment lastsone month,
and will cure any ordinary carie. Agents
Wanted.

GILLETT & SON
are located in the
SILVER CITY

NA-

TIONAL bank buM-i- nt
,

one block below

our former place oí
business.
Until FURTHER
we

will

sell

E0TICE
CANNED

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
William Newman, tin old time colored
resident of thin
of the publuiHchoul building and who
I
ñau worsen mr ur. Stephens, Dr. Williams, District Attorney Harllee and
others at different üiiihh. ilisd at Kt
Joseph's hospital, last Saturday and was
m.
!...,
uuni-- on sunuay.
xne luneral services
being held at the Catholic church. He
was well known to many of our people
as an honest, faithful man and roaimi-ip- t
by all who knew him.
.

.1

In cases to CONSUMRS

at

.

1

cost,

These goods were In

the tesement which was
flooded with water, hut are
not damaged in the least.

At a stated convocation of Silver Citv
& aSDHIBBEHIHH
Chapter No. 2, Royal Arch Masons held
AGENTS to solicit
orden by sample lor our
on the evening of Doc. 18th, the followWool Pantt to order $3.
ing ollicer were elected for the ensuiiiu
" Sulti " " $18.
year: E. M. Young, H. P. ; H. S. Gil- " Overcoat! " $12.
lett, King; Richard Hudson, Scribe;
Big Inducements to the
right parties. Address
Aaron Sehutz, C. of H. ; George D.
GUARANTEE TAILORING Co
Jonej, Treasurer j P. B Lady, Secre216.217 Grind St., N.Y.
tary; J. J. Kelly, R. A. C; W. C.Por-terflel.
Ill V.: A. H. Harllee, G.
WANTED-A- N
IDFAocantWnk
M. 11 V.; J.W.Fleming, O. M.
- ui sume mm pie
V.;
T
tnjng to patent?
your ideas; they may
Protect
John Spiller, P. S.;
W.Dickin-eon- , brlniT Vftll ttrnaltK UtUA TfUM
TT ts f
A,"EÍLey8' Washington,
Sentinel.
nFiTO
w
G.-M-

Ed.d

TTT "n

w. vi

--

luou i,ow yriae unci.
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WATER

THAT E,.. LODED.

A Bartender's Experience Under Fire of a
fusillade of Seltzer.
"Do you know," said Billy Clark, of

the Grand hotel, to a Cincinnati Times-Sta- r
reporter, as a big seltzer bottle
fizzed and two or three men on the outside elevated a foot each on the railing
and looked on, "that these seltzer
water bottles will explode easily?"
And the three men each puta foot down
on the lioor aud moved slightly away.
"Sometimes just the temperature of the
hand will do it, the warm hand, placed
against it while bringing it from a cold
room, or sometimes while lifting it one
will strike it itgainwt the counter and it
will explode and the metal top will be
driven with great force by the pas.
One time, while at theGibson, I refused
to give a man a drink. He took it very
much to heart and went away vowinjy
he would get even with me. I had
turned about as he went out and had
my back to him. Suddenly there cam'
a sound like a pistol shot. I tried to
turn around and couldn't, and I was
sure the man had carried his threat
into effect and liad shot me. Directly
following that explosion came another
and another, and there was a rapid
of explosions. Then I luew
the man had 0)cnrd a regular fnr.!l!:uie
on me, and yet I was riveted to t'.:e F?ol.
I could not stir. I thought 1 had Lee:,
paralyzed byabullet. Cometo lind cut.
one of these seltzer water bottles h; ti.e
far end of the counter had exploded
and the concussion had started tlic
other., until all had exploded that were
on that shelf. And the man had gone'
away and I never saw him again. Lik
I never will forget my experience o I
that night, when I was sure I had been
shot."

MCKMBCR 25 ltt"ñ.

11

;.ioo:lyn keeps a little notion stole

;.ml sells candies. The children see the
vnrrot there and the parrot is speedily
;;old and taken away as soon as it can

two or three things. Then the
widow's lonelinesscomesoverherngain
r.nd she comes in search of another
pupil in feathers. She pets three times
oh much as she paid for the bird and if
it learns rapidly and has quite a number of words or sings a song she gets
even more." So after all even Polly has
a mission.
TOLD BY THE THUMBS.
An Alleged

Indication of Nervous Derangement That Is Observed Commonly.
" lien 1 went to a nerve specialist
llrst," said a man who was once nu in- alid, "he told me that one way to judge
of the condition of a person's nerves
was to watch his thumbs. Ever since
hat time I have found the greatest
i'aeination in looking at people's
thumbs. The doctor said that if they
!.:oveu involuntarily outward it was a
n that the nerves of that man or
v ornan were not in the best condition.
1 iind myself now sweeping the line
.,,.:, vy !., ., .,.. .,,i tt11
WtUl 0ua
Dim V''UO!LV 11JCn 111 U WUI, IllIU
thut doctor's test is a good one t here is
a surprising number of people in his
whose nerves need looking after,
There arc few among the women who do
i.ot involuntarily move the thumbs out- ward at intervals of every few minutes,
uul when your attention has once been
t.ttracted to it the process of watching
t.u-,gloved hands grows very interest- vs. I have found the habit much less
frequent umong men; but take the nv
nafre number of women in a cable ear
uul it will be a surprise to you to see
how many of them indulge unconscious
ly in this little habit. I only hope it
does not mean anything as serious as
WIDOWS TAKE TO PARROTS.
H might iudicate if that nerve specialFolly Is a Great Favorite with tho Tono ist's diagnosis was a good one."
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th titU' of fl ni'at ' )atrated volume I
nave jllt iued Airmen. It (five- - n
plain language the effects fulluwii
youthful
and liUtercxcess.- iude.-crulio-

Seminal Weakness, Iniiiotenev.
Drains ami Losses, Vericucele, Atrophy
or un.levelopiuent, aid points out an
in y nun "iirr irrn muni nun cure hi
,,01,,e without Dkuos on Hummus.
It
a'ao explains the cause and eureof Klieti-tow- n
nmtism, Sciatica, Lumbago, Kidney
t
Complaints, etc.,
medicine. It
fm;,
mithful resume of mv thirtv
i
tiiM,.i.rimi .'.(
V(W w)llit.r.

ea u.s

H

i

.

r

oro1'
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"'T pnfff.lM1 V"?
should read it and know

weakness
just
where he stands. It is sent free, sealed,
by mail upon request.
DR. SANDEN,

92B

19th St., Denver, Col.

THE SUN.

Women.

Parrots have never been suspected
of having a mission in life but one linn
been discovered for them in Broo1 l; u.
An attendant in a shop where imimub
and birds are the stock in trade wiw
asked if all the parrots th:it talked v.eio
trained by sailors, savR the New York
World.
".Not at nil," he snid. "If you should
come in here during the week following the arrival of a cargo of parrots
you would .soon find out that there nic
a lot of women in New York who make
it almost a profession to train panoli.
The best customers we have, hov ever,
are Brooklyn widows. There is one
woman who conieB in after nhiiotsl.
every cargo we receive and buys at
least one or two parrots, sometimes
more, which she intends to teach to
talk. The women who do that nre
mostly widows. How do I know. Why,
they tell us so. And why do you suppose they want the parrots? It's for
company, they say. They say they are
lonely and the parrots are company,
because after they talk to them enough
the parrot talks Lack.
"That is why widows like parrots
better than eai nrirs. they say. One in
.

The Snake Had the Beit of It.
The fii'tt of A medmn
Quaker driving a single horse
chaise up a narrow lane happened to
meet ti young man who was also in a
C HAULER A. DANA,
single horse choise. There was not
room enough for them to pass each
other, unless one of them would back
his carriage, which both refused. "I'll
iot make way for you," said the young AmerlcMin ('oiist.ltntlii.
fellow, with an oath. "1 think I am
older than thou art." said the Quaker, Iiltm, tin' Anicrli'itn Spirit,
"aud therefore have a, right to expect
thee to make way for me." "I won't," n nil Hi the tlmi'. forever.
resumed the first. He then pulled out
a newspaper and began to read, as he Dully, by mull
Mit still in his chaise. The Quaker, ob- Dally nnil Hiimliiy. by mull
serving him, pulled out a pipe and some
tobacco from his pocket, lighted his The Weekly
pipe, and sot and puffed away very
comfortably. "Friend," said he, "when
thou hast read that paper I should be
glad if thou wouldst lend it to me."
The young man gave up the contest
A

Srmjmjifi'f,
KtliUtr.

the

American

These liiM. lust

I

fui yur
ffn your

iluyei.r

The Sunday Sun

Fie for Horse Chestnuts.

greatest Sunday Newepaper

la th

It is popularly supposed that horse

chestnuts are very unwholesome.!
Nevertheless in Turkey they are roost- Price
ed for coffee, fermented for liquor and
utilized for horse medicine.

in tha world.

5c a copy.

I

A

' "re "'i'"

By mail,

$2 a year.
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SCIENCE

AND

INDUSTRY.

The Schenectady Locomotivo works
nre using for certain parts what is
called "steeled iron," a mixture of 70
per cent, good Iron and 30 per cent,
steel, of which the castings obtained are
about 25 per cent, greater in strength
than common east iron.
North Carolina has a mica output
of 100,000 ppundH a year. New Hamp-- !
shire produces about 25,000 pounds,
South Dakota 18,000 pounds and New
Mexico 1,000 pounds. The mica of North
Carolina is of the best quality and
brings the highest price.
Our exports of iron and steel and
their products for the first nine months
of this year amounted in value to about
$32,000,000, the largest by over K000.-00- 0
in the history of the country. In
cluded in this sum were 135 locomotives,
which were mostly sent to South Amer-

15,

ulü ....... out there in the ditch, and
had a notion to stop and get him, but
1 wus afraid you'd kick."
"I wisL you had stopped," said
Clarke. "The next time you catch a
deer that way you stop, It won't take
so long to get him, and we can easily
make up the time. Deer meat is too
scarce and too high to let it go like
1.

H8M.

ATALE1

f

.

TWO
NATIONS:;

that."
Cummiugs said he surely would stop

the next time, and Clarke got the agent
to telegraph to the agent at Horseshoe
to send the section men down to the
river with their hand car to get the
deer, it was after 11 o'clock, but the
(section men started out, and after a
smart pull got down to the. river. They
looked a long time, but could find no
doer. Up and down the track they
went, and nt Inst were just about to

give up in disgust when one of the men
found it. It lay out on the bank of the
A Tale of Two Nations
ica,
ditch beside the track. It was a fine
The world's record for lumber cut- large yellow dog..
should be read by everyting is claimed for the Port Blakely mill
Now if you ask Pat Cummings if he
of Port Blakely, Wash. During the ten has killed a deer lately you want to be one who has read Coin's
months of this year up to the end of ready to dodge, and dodge mighty Financial School.
October 83,670,2.13 feet of lumber had quick, for Pat is a husky citizen. N. Y
The book can be obtained
been cut at this one mill, and it is esti- Sun.
mated that the totul output for 1 895
free by any subscriber to
will .be at least 105,000.000 feet. Lond-e- d
Waste of Happiness.
There is nothing which we waste
who pays a
in regular car lots, this amount
would moke a troin more than 00 miles more than happiness. Even those who
adarc thrifty and prudent in other direc year's subscription in
long.
are
here.
prodigal
They stintand vance.
tions
It will open the
An apostle of physical culture, according to the Medical Record, says plan to suve a hulfpenny, but they are
of
thousands who are
that nervous headache may be cured by often indifferent about the loss of days eyes
the simple act of walking backward of happiness We do not enjoy our unacquainted with the par
for ten minutes. "It is well to get in n friends until they die or we lose them in
l'jiig, narrow room, where the windows Home other way. The early spring and i ticulars concerning the denre high, and walk very slowly, plaeii.'?: summer days pass without our realiz-- i monetization of silver.
first the ball of the foot on the floor, ing their beauty. We rush through a
Send in your
and then the heel. Besides curing tlu holidny trip and miss half the scenery,
headache, this exercise promotes a because we are in a hurry, or cross or
today.
,
anxious about worthless trifles. Neargraceful carriage."
middle-age- d
ly
every
or
old
even
man
"The large part played by nloohol
as a cause contributing to insanity re- who looks back honestly on his life will
SILVER'S CHAMPION.'
ceives fresh confirmation in tin 40th admit that, however wretched he may
report, of the commissioners in lunacy," benow.opportunitles of happiness were
THE
snys the Dril ish Medical Journal. "J'or given to him. A French writer recorded
v? hat most of us know from experience
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
NEWS
the five years ending 18(13 aleolid nn
was the pmlinposhig or cxcitiiur eni:se to be true when he said that many peoKstuhlshed
18S0.
in 20.H per cent, of mnle and s,i jer ple could be made happy with the hap
cent, of female lunacy. Intemperance plness which Is lost in the world. We
Is credited with 25.0 per cent, of male lose happiness because we often scorn
TERMS OF SU13SRIPTI0N.
and 19.9 per cent, of female general calm, quiet pi asures, and seek only for
those that excite. Or we make the
paralytics."
(IX ADVANCE.)
thinking that happinesslies only
DAILY.
DEER HUNTING BY LOCOMOTIVE in big sensutional events instead of in
the small, trilling Incidents of daily Ono your, by rimll.,,
$7.60.
The Reamm Nome AitlrnmlHck
Hitllroiitl life. Or we seek for it in the futur? Six months by mall
3 75
Men Didn't Vent on
rather than in the present, which is like Three mouths by mull
nlon.
1.U0
Once in awhile the engineer of n n man looking for his hat when it Is all One month by mull
05
. ..
train on Dr. Reward Webb s Adirondack the time upon his head. Home Queen. Sunday edition, (HI pitgos,) yuur
$2.50
railroad has a race with a deer. SomeDully Editions iurlndu the Sunday.
The Temperature of Dlnlng-oom- i.
times it happens that the frightened
Is
The temperature of dining-room- s
deer won't leave the track and is killed.
WEEKLY.
One night in September, when IV frequently too high. It is a common
CtimmingB was pulling the through thing for servants to neglect airing the Ono yuur, by mull. In advance
... ...$1.00
train down to t'tica, he walked back room and uttending to the temperature. Sample copien of either edition on applicato Conductor Clarke, while his fireman Probably the majority of people would tion.
was taking w ater at Neh'osene, and nome 70 Fahrenheit the proper heat for
the room, but this is much too high. An
caid:
"Bill, I killed a deer back there by authority in this matter, says fhat 00 Tbo News Is the onlv consistent) chumnlon
the river. It was a fine big buck. lie is none too low, and a person, who ha.s of silver In the west, and should be In very
run ahead of me for a long piece, and 1 suffered from the discomfort of an over- home In the west, and In the hands of every
could see him plain. When I hit huh heated room is likely to agree with him miner and business man In New Mexico.
Send In your subscriptions at once.
he went up over the pilot higher'n lie .after making a trial of iv Cerent temperAll communications must be addressed to
atures. N. Y. Tribune.
ever jumped before in l.isi:fe, bet. J
News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
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OF A MAMMOTH.

A Valuable

Relio In, the

Smith-eonia-

n

Institution.
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Mastodon bones, of course, nrc -ouently (lug: up in the United States
The mastodon was a kind of elejilmnl.
hut it did not belong to the genus Kle- phns. The mammoth did not belong to
that genus, being known to modern
,?ienee as elephas primi-genuIt
often happens that fanners plow up the
osseous remains of mastodons, porticu- birlv in reclaimed swamps, where on- eiently the gigantic beatts became
mired and died from sheer helplessness
to get out. The tusks are commonly
found so far decomposed that the ivory
crumbles between the lingers.
The first mastodon ever dug up was
found in 161.1, The remains of these animals are by no means confined t: the
I'nited States; they are d:seovored all
over the world. They are much thicker
set than the modern elephant. The
n
specilower jawbone of u
men weighs nearly 100 pounds. The
first mastodon bones that were dug up
were supposed to be thow of giants of
an earlier epoch. Washington Star,

lMft.

FREE! FREE!
To all our subscribers
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Only a Bit of Fat from the Body
of an Aulraul Thitt Has Been
Dead for ThouBuuiU
of Yearn.

J

Dr. Pall, of the Smithsonian institu
tion, during his recent visit to Alasku
secured a natural history specimen that
u as a pri.e indeed. It was u bit of mum-mot- h
fat, from the uetual ml puse tissue
of nn animal that had been dead for tens
of thousands of years.
Uodies of mammoths in afresh state
have been dug up trom time to time in
arctic Siberia, preserved in natural cold
storage since a period probably antedating the first appearunce of man on
the earth. That is an old story; but
this is the first known instance in which
the soft parts of a Least of this pecios
Lave been found on the American continent. It is easy to imagine the scion-- ,
title interest attaching to the discovery.
Ages ago this mammoth died, under
Mich circumstance:: that his corpus was
I
tnied iu mud. At about that time
there was a great and permanent
c'innge in the temperature of oireiim-- I
The climate hail lieen
olai regions
i.ubUopieal, it suddenly became frigid,
'i lie n. amnio) lis were literally "tro.en
out." the last of the species perishing of
cold. This pin l icular individual, froen
iu a bank of clay, hud every prospect of
"keeping" for an indefinite period.
Hundred:! ol centuries later a stream
i'owir.g through an Alaskan valley
..ckk'd t.ie clay bank ref' rred to and
'"gaii to cut it away. At length some
l g Iones stuck out. and a native of ex-(- lional courage dug out one or two
of liicin. Tins required inore of that
inhlv know u in civilized countries as
nerve" than ui.glit be imagined, for
t'liiuige inoiis'.eis. however long they
i..ay haw Leen dead, are regarded with
awe by savages
Miperst it .
IJoweuT. the natives linally summoned courage enough to drag the ro-- i
anís of the mammoth out of the clay
I auk piecemeal.
The body of the
had beci. preserved so well that a
tan Iv perfect ca st of it was found in the
i; nlrix. A ijuur.tity of fat, wlue.i ovei-!.il!ie in tent iiki. was obtained and was
u.ed for greasing boats. Dr. Hall so-- i
uicd a piece of it, and fetched it back
t i Washington for un exhibit.
In the ottice of Osteologist Frederic
.'.
I.ueaii. at tin1 Mttioiiul museum, is a
i
:i. mollis molar toolh, to which a:,
n lc st oí y is r.t Inched, It was got from i
:
i
r; at Taso erde, in the country ol'
Vie I 'apaga 1ml. wis. Ever to many :vi,-1:- i.
u s ngo a mammoth in its dying n;r-- i
eii sought that
for water him'
f
into it. too weal, toelimbout. Thin
ores remain Ui this day. and 1'n
believe thut, if they weie ie
oved. the spring would dry u;i. C
course, imeli tin event in that
i:.e;.:.r: the
i; a v.;;,
tini-i..:-

I
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who pay a year in advance,
we will send

full-grow-

When Lincoln W

IMMCK

STANDARD

W-M-

l

1'ostmnKti'r.

John Wanamakor was the principal
a
speaker at a dinner given h" the
Association of I'niierwriteis to
'he national board in the ."outii:: nt;:'
of
iiolel. ITe told the following
:,ircoln; "While at Washington .1 cam"
order mv notice in lie poft oiüoe de
part nieut that Abrahum Lincoln, in
his eorly life, had been pop.tmuster lit
a small Ohio town. In the changes
that took place the office was consolidated with Salem, and the man twice
wanted lor president was lor once not
wanted for postmustcr. Years after it
was discovered that no settlement had
reached Washington of the affairs of
lhat little postoilice. Avisitwasmode
to Mr. Lincoln and the case stated,
when the always great man rose from
his desk and walked over to a chest of
drawers and took out a bundle of pollers, among them an envelope, containing $17 and some cents, the exact sum
in Identical money of the government
safely In keeping until called for. As
he handed it over to the agent of the
post office department he said: "There
It is. I never use any other man's
money." T. Y. Tribune.
I'hiln-Viphi-

1
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Encyclopedia
Bigger and Better
Than Ever Before.

584 PAGES.
1,500 TOPICS.
Tell Everything You Want
to Know When You
Want to Know It.

i!

GUADALUP

REI'AIHINO NEATLY

BOOT&

NO

i

A VERITABLE
OP

AND
I'HO.Ml'TI.Y HONE.

SHOE
MAKER,

MENDOZA

Price

ruiiHonnlile. iiml

Hut Infliction iriniriinliM'ii.
Ill

An Invaluable and Unrivalled

Polltloal'&nd Popular

Sliop on Market, Street.

Hand-Boo-

BOOT AND SHOEMAKER,
I premise yon faithfully. In the long run
you sliull uiivo half your money, by IntvliiK
your work neatly iinii promptly done to suit
yoiiMulf.ut E.KüBF..,...;ua,í
Silver City. N. M.

k.
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(Poitpula by Mall. )
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The Gypsy Moth Cost the Government $20,000.
It

Was Hunted for Months by an Expedí
tloo Throughout the Whole Country-Th- e
Insect Cost Massachusetts
a Fortune.

The other day 1 made a trip with
Secretary Morton about his preserves.
Every once in two or three months the
Kccretary makes a progress through his
domain, which extends as far as the experimental station at Pennings, near
Washington, D.C., and about four miles
from what might be called his headquarters in the Mall. As we stepped
outof the door of the agricultural building Secretary Morton pointed to a
Miiall brick structure to the east.
"That's where we keep our insects,"
he said,- - "and no one need laugh at our
collection. I regard it as fine an array
of bugs as any on earth. Yes, sir," remarked the secretary, while his eyes
twinkled, for be it known the secretary
doesn't think much of bug investiga-- 1
ions. I've got a bug in there that cost
the government $20,000; he doesn't
look it, but. he did. It's a fact. One day
nn outfit of scientists started in pursuit of this bug. They ranged all over
the hemisphere and stuck to his trail
like bloodhounds.
They ransacked
"orth America all the way from the
isthmus' to- Alaska." After the most
adventures by flood and field,
they treed their lug and took him a
prisoner. He was then brought captive
to Washington and he's right there
now. in that brick house, the highest-pricebug on earth. A roundup of the
ttnl expense of that one bug hunt
eiime to over $20,000. , But we got the
bug.
"There's nothing like science," re-marked the secretary, "or scientists to
' bring some bald detail of government
properly to bay.
'
"For instance, there was Frof.
at one time chief of the weather bureau, . lie. was a scientist, and a
good one. and used only Beientiüc methods in everything to which he turned
his hand. For' example, one day our
weather fellow at Baker City, Ore.,
failed to send in a report for four
straight days.. Ye didn't know whether
he was in. the midst of storms or calms;
we couldn't hear from him. This liaker
City, silence. grew tedious. My tirst
e
of it, however, was one morning
when I received a communication from
Prof. Harrington, wherein he set forth
the deathlike stillness which prevailed
in the case of our Baker City man and
wound up by recommending; that u gentleman named Smith in San Francisco
be Instructed to proceed to Baker t'lty
nt an expenditure not
exceed $100.
and explore the observatory, as well as
the man in charge, and discover the
reasons of his silence. It struck menu
a scientific case of going all uliout
llobin Hood's barn, and I remarked to
the professor nfter reading his reCom- d

Har-ringto- n,

no-lic-

tiiciuiuliiai:
" 'I guess we'll follow your recommendation after I have wired linn
that is, if it should then be necessary '
"Thereupon I took a telegraph blank
and wired my tongue-tie- d
friend at
Baker City, and briefly asked why lie
had failed to send the weather report for
the last four days. In about an hour
his reply came in.
" 'Because the wires were down until
this morning. They have just been re
paired.'
"That was all he said, but it was full
enough for our purpose. Of course, we
didn't get the. information scientifically, but we got it just the fame, and it
only cost 75 cents instead of $100.
"Still, there is nothing like science,"
continued the secretary," only one
should be mighty careful how he fools
with it. A scientific mishap is apt to
broaden into a disaster rapidly. Jtwas
only recently that some earnest French
scientist imported from Europe an in-- I
sect called the 'gypsy moth.' He in-- I
tended to cross this foreign moth with
some local bird of kindred feather, and,
while I'm not clear as to his ultimate
expectations, my impression is that he
thought that this mule moth which he
was after would take some important
part in silk culture,
"So he brought a family of gypsy
pioths und established himself with
these interesting insects in some town
in Massachusetts. He had them all
locked up in a sort of a mosquito-nettincage.. This was hanging near aii
open window, in order to give the eap-- :
tives a chance at the fresh air, and a
wind came along, 'when' the Frcr.ch-- 1
man's scientific back was turned, and
blew the whole business out of doors.
The gypsy moths got away ,and since
then they and their descendants have
nearly eaten up every green thing in
Massachusetts, except Congressman
Morse. 1 hear the moths missed him.
It's the truth; the moths simply laid
waste the state, ond the
has
already been driven to appropriate over
$400,000. toward their extermination.
That happened as the result of that
scientific experiment.. Oh, no! I am
not saying, anything against science;
1 only wish to emphasize the fuct
that
people who fool with it ought to hove a
care." X. Y. Journal.
g

lcgh-lntur- e

Vitality or Disenso Uerms,

During the summer of 1894 the noted
,bacteriologists of Europe, Koch, of
Pasteur, of France, Ewart, of
Scotland, and Carpenter, of England,
made experiments on the vitality of the
germ which causes splenic fever in
animals. The facts thus deduced prove
that earth worms may bring up the
germs from places where such nnimola
have been buried after a lapse of 20
years, and that the dried and pulverized
blood of such diseased animals wili
produce the disease after 50 years.
(!er-many-

V

The Sleep of Children.

Children, until they are 12 or 13 years
old, should have at least 'ten' hours'
sleep; eleven is better; until 18 or 19,.
nine hours is none too much.

8t..
SCIENCfc AND

INDUSTRY.

Free argon and helium have now
been found in the sulphurous waters of
springs in the Pyrenees at La Ilaillere
and Bois.. The gases were introduced
by M. Bouchard into a Plucker tube containing magnesium wire, and when
subjected to the silent discharge of
electricity combined with the magnesium. He says that they combine with
platinum in the same way.
Mushrooms grow in immense quantities in the Russian forests, the inhabitants in some places existing entirely by' selling them. Kargopol, in
Olonetz, sends yearly 5,000 poodd
(180,000 pounds) of mushrooms to St.
Peirrsburg. The vaietics are many.
With one iorm, .the mukhomor, the
native tribes of Siberia intoxicate themselves; an infusion from it hus a stupefying effect like that of opium or
haaheesh.
Helmholtz has attributed cirrus
clouds to air waves produced when one
stratum of air glides over another of
different temperature and density, the
lower one being nearly saturated with
:iiUeou8 vapor. The wave crests become centers of condensation, in
of diminished pressure, and
r.ppear as clouds, while the depression.
form transparent interspaces.
On
this theory a "mackerel sky" is produced when two scries of waves cross.
Insects are considered by Prof. C.
Y. liily as undoubtedly possessing the
nenses of sight, touch, taste, smell and
hearing, that of touch being perhaps
the only sense strictly comparable
with our own. Evidence of other sense
organs, utterly unlike any we have, is
iiot wanting. A male Japanese silkworm moth was liberated one night a
mile and a half from a caged female of
the species, and in the morning was nt
the cage, and blind ants reduce wooden
beans to mere shells without once
gnawing through the surface.
One of the most in teres! 'r.g of Dr.
i'.irolamo Segato's pctr'l'i cC.iim
:;
,'ust been found after n
,.
. (:: (
Havarian village, nnd v ,1 !
I
i
the Florence Anatoin.i': i i, ii:
i:
is the heud of a young v. m. i:i. .. id
of consumption sixty ;, mr.i
perfect as the day sl.e died,
blond huir wavy and s ift i .': 'h. t i n
living person. Dr. !'.
t .V v n!
i
.
ecret for petrifying the ml ii
retain the appeal u;;ce of l, lo.cv r
died with him, but the Hpcelinn;: m t
n the Itulian museums nir.nv i.jhh k.
deterioration,
-- Tunneling through the
Kim;!;:i
will begin early next yciu
There v
he two parallel tunnels, cachi.;1.' 0 r. , I
or about 12'i miU s long. .1? f
r. in ,
mid connected at intemais of I.':.,) feci.
They will be 15.0:J0 fret long: r than t'.ie
St. ;othard and 21,000 feet longer than
iho Mont Cenis tunnel, but will be
feet lower than the two others,
which will diminish the working expenses. It is expected that the work
will be completed in five years and n
half, three years less time, that is, than
was required for the fit. (lothard. '
.
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arts of man wherevei

found.

Abolish the
Ii Anted For
Privilege in England.
t

The authorized flogging of little
girls is a piece of barbarism which
now that the subject has been definitely raised, will iceeive, we trust, no
countenance from the home secretary,
says the London Daily News. Mr. W.lcy
says that girls in the elementary
schools are caned, a bit of information
which we commend to the immediate
notice of Sir John (orst. The pu'Jie
of London has outgrown the days of
Mother lirownrigg. and Mother L'i owr.-rigas the Newgate "calendar" informs us, was not sustained by judge,
Ketch in
jury, public opinion, or Ji
the
her theories and her practu.
car.tigution of girls. There were ph'Io:,-ophcrto be sure, who approved cf the
whipping of girls. Locke approved of a
mother who whipped her little daughter nine times in order to corapil h r
to confess some error; and Johnson
con, mended a mother who whipped her
daiighteriuthe intcrestof future truthfulness because the girl Inn I said slie
came in through one door, when in fact
she had come in through another. I'ut
those were, days when children were
supposed to be born only that they
might he birched as far as possil out
of their share of original sin. Woi n
were publicly flogged at the cart's ta l
in the days of Locke and of John on
nnd, of course, in the interest of d se
pline and order and morals. Yc e;n not
go back to those days, and any s. r!oi:'-and public attempt to get back to the m
would be an absurdity as well as nr.
outrage.
g,

s,

Dirrrtory.

FKIIRHAI..

Delegate to Coii,'rcss
Thomas H. C'itron.
V. T. Thornton.
Uovcrnor
Secretary
Lorion Miller.
Thin Lemon Will Tench Him Mot to Wear Thomas "mllli.
CliicUustlni
N. C. Collier,
111
Hrother's Clothe.
II. It. Hamilton,
There are two brothers in Memphis X.
B. Luiighliii.
Associates
who are so near the same size and figure U. I), iiiuiu.
W.
It.
District
Walton,
Judicial
Third
Clerk
that they can wear each other's cloth- Churlos Kiislcy.
Surveyor lienernl
ing. One of them recently bought a Charles M. Shiinniin.
V. H. Collector
II. Mmmnlnirwiiv.
U.S. District Attorney
tine new overcoat, says the Memphis J.Edward
V
L. Hall. '
r. I'l'shnl
Commercial-Appea- l,
which was a very H. W. Loomls.
Deputy U.S. Marshal
I Mine Inspector
W.
IT.
Hon
J.
Fleming.
8.
stylish and comfortable garment, and .1. II
Walker. Santa Fe Register Lund Office
of which its owner was very proud. Pedro Delgado, Santa Fe Kec'v'r Lund Otllcu
D. Hryiin. Las Cruces Keg'r Land Otllcu
The first night after he bought the over- John
.1. I. Aseiirate, Las Cruce, Kec'v'r L'd Office
coat there wan a rainstorm. The water Hlchard
Ueg'r Laud Office
Young, Koswull
fell in torrents aud the mud fairly swui., W. U. Cosgrove. Hoswell, Kec'v'r Land office
Keg'r Lund Office
W. W. Boyle, Clayton.
in the streets. The young man was go- II. C. IMckels. Clayton.
Kec'v'r Lund Office
ing out that evening, but he didn't lil e
TKHItlTOKlAI,.
the idea of taking his new overcoat out J. I'. Victory.
Solicitor General
in such beastly weather. His brother J. II. Crist, Santa Fu.
District attorney
K. L. Young. Las Cruces.
had a mackintosh, and when the first T.
X. Wllkerson. Alb'cpte.
"
young man spied this hanging on the A, It. Harllee. Silver City,
"
"
M. Danglierly, Six'orro.
hat rack he decided to appropriate it II.
"
"
A. A. Jones. Las Vegas,
'
for the night and so save his overcoat. John Franklin. F.ddy,
"
Librarian
Without saying a word to his brother JoseS, Segura.
Supreme Court
II.
Clerk
Clancy,
he put on the waterproof and sallied F.. H. Bergniann.Haperlntcndent Penitentiary
Adjutant (eneras
forth into the rain, calculating that he Geo. W. Knaebel,
Treasurer
Kldodt.
would save his new overcoat at least Samuel
Auditor
Marcelino Garcia.
Mipt. oi eiiouu
three months' wear that night. When Amado Chavez,
Coal Oil Inspector
M. S. Hart.
he came home he found his brother in
COIIHT OF PUIVATB I.ASDCI.AIMS,
their room. "Sav, old man," he said,

--

;

TENNESSEE

WEDXKSDAY,

WILL

i

"I used your mackintosh
Joseph It. Keed. of Iowa. Chief Justino.
"That was all right," said the brother,
F. Stone, of CoAssociate Justices-Wil- bur
lorado; Tilomas C. Fuller of Xorth Carolina
"1 got along very well without it."
William M. Murray, of Tennessee! Henry I.
"You didn't go out this evening, did Slnss.
of Kansas.
of Missouri. United
you?" asked the owner of the overcoat. Matt O. Reynolds.
Attorney.
States
"Yes," answered the owner of the
COUNTY.
mackintosh.
Probate Judge
"Then w hot did you wear?"
K. V. Xcwshuni,
Treasurer
X. A. Bolirh.
"Your new overcoat."
Probate Clerk
Young.
M.
F..
!

Th

(How-Wor-

Baylor Shannon.
A. B. Laird. .

Cuvern.

The greatest wonder of the antipodes

WILL CELEBRATE.

T. X. Ohilders.
0. It, Brown,

cavern, J. X. Ipton.
is the celebrated glow-wordiscovered in 1891 in the heart of the A. .I. Clark,
The cavern or Thomas Foster

Purpose of tlin Centennial Which Will D
Observed Next Year.

The purposes of the Tennessee centennial are threefold. First, to celebrate the state's birth. Second, totdiov
the rest of the sisterhood how really important Tennessee is. Third, to show
Tennesseenns whatever the other states
and foreign countries may want to
show them. According to history, Vermont and Kentucky preceded Tciiins-se- e
d
into the union, but in a
wny Tennesseenns claim that the
technicalities in the case entitle their
commonwealth to the right of the fust
born. At any rate, Tennessee is the firRt
to celebrate the 100th anniversary of
her statehood, and that thought has
awakened an unprecedented patriotism
throughout the state. The product of
the coinmouwealth are peculiarly well
udaptcd to display. No state is famous
in more lines than Tennessee. In the
production of marble, iron, zinc and
coal, the state is known throughout the
land, as it is for the growing of tobacco,
wheat, corn and cotton, and as the home
of race horses aud fine cattle. More
hard woods are annually cut in Tennessee than in any other state, aud within
10 miles of the capital there are boundless beds of phosphate. What Tennessee puta on display at her exposition
will astonish the world. From abroad
bring the striking h:- it is intended

NOT EORROW AGAIN.

Sheriff
Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commission! r
Commissioner
School Superintendent

Tasmaniau wilderness.
B. T. Link.
caverns (there appears to be a scries of
CITY
such caverns in the vicinity, each scp-M yor
,1. W. Fleming,
near
distinct)
situated
are
arate and
Treasurer
II, Abraham.
Clerk
the town of Houthport, Tasmania, in a Win, F. I.oren.,
Attorney
Wright,
l;mestoue bhi'.T. about four miles from Frank
Marshiil
W. II. Mlnurii.
Ida Hay. The impeu: ar.ee of the rc!n
IIOAIttl OC r.lllTCATION.
cavern is that of an underground i ver.
Win, Itrahm.
C. Bennett.
the! entire floor of the subtenr.i:cai
It. L. I'owel.
passage bc'ng covered with v...Ur
(Ol'.M II.MKN.
about a foot and a half in depth. These
.las. (Illicit.
M. K. White.
wonderful Tarmai.ian caves are r.'.m(mm i. h, Jones.
.Martin Maher
ilor to all caverns found in limestone
KIBK nKPAUTMKNT.
formation, with the exception t!iot
Chief
Kohlnsoii
their roofs and sides literally shine St. GeorgeBradley
Assistant Chief
with the light emitted by the millions Gordun
Foreman. I!. B. Hose Co.
C. C. Whitehill
Foreman. .1. Vt . F. Hose Co
Steve I'lile
of glow worms which inhabit them.
o
1

goud-i.u-1ure-

W. F. Loren. Foreman. Hook ami Ladder!
Thought.
Physical Effects of
liver City Tost Oim-rDr. Mansemun, a notable physician
Office o, en daily except Sunday from n.m
of the last century, once published a to p. m.
Open Sundays from to H:llu a. in., and one
work entitled "The Physical and Men- hour
ufter arrival or railway mall.
tal Treatment of the Human Uody," in
Money on or department open dally except
Sunday's
fr. mHii. in. toll p.m.
which he guve the following cure for Mall closes
for Fort Bityard, Central. Hanmental worry: "Let the suiferer think over, Georgetown and all railroad points daiof the person he or she loves best; ly at 7:45 a. m.
Mall closes for Movollon and all Intermedídwell unon their charms and graces; ate points at 8 u. m., Mondays, Wednesdays
Fridays.
cogitate deeply upon the affection they and
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
bear one for the other, if this does Sundays at I::! p. m.
from tlie eust. west und south
not have a soothing effect, then let Mall arrives
dully uta p. in.
the patient try a small draught of Mull arrives from Mogollón mid Intermediat 7 a. ai., Wednesdays, Fridays
strongly brewed tea, with a lump of ate points
and Sundays.
ginger in it. The efficacy of thiB is Mail arrives from Pinos Altos dully except
Sundays it !:;) a. m,
wonderful."
.
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CARDS.
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& ANCHETA.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Wiil practico In all the courts of the territory. Office corner Texas and

BAIL

.MlST.

Irreparable Injury Done by Tight

In.

tai

,

It is matter for rejoicing that fashion
is no longer to decree a slender waist as

Spring streets.
SILVER GIT Y

WOMANS

:'', lHÍn.
edge of tine beauty or a willful aban-'"- !
mcril of its principles, will prob-r.- l
y lead to tight lacing in the orient
just as we are relinquishing it here.
Why anyone should ever have imagined that a waist which looked as if it
were going to break in two could be
more attractive than u waist which
looked capable of supporting its head
and arms and shoulders is a mystery
so great, a mystery that the effort to
f.olve it is to be given up in satisfaction over the report that the foreign
creators of the mode have recently
asked themselves the question if the
r.liape that the Creator chose for the
human body was one they could im
prove. Harper's Bazar.
I

something indispensable to propriety
and grace,
The natural waist of the
woman of average height is about 2H
South
inches, and any less si.e is attained
of Hroadway.
only through arrested development, or
81LVER CITY
N. M. compression of
mentis of whalebone nivl
feteel. The amount of room inside tlics,"
I'ICh'ETT.
28 inches is absolutely needed for t'.K
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
SILVER CITY
X. M. proper working of the machinery of
the internal economy. In spite of this
. HARLLEE,
fact girls very often bind the yleldir.fr
A- ATTORNEY AT LAW.
ribs into such narrow compass that the
District Attorney for Counties of Grant
waist measures 20 or 22 inches only,
and Sierra.
SILVER CITY
ELECTRIC INCUBATOR.
N. M. and you will now and then heorsoii.e
mother of n family, with a very differA
German lia Invented One Which III
TÜHM M. GI NX.
ent waist now, boast as if it were someSulci to lie NuercHHfiil.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
to
thing be proud of that when she was
Will practico In all the. Courts of tho
of an electric incubator has
idea
The
19 her waist measure was li) too.
It is,
been looked upon by poultry farmlong
no
use
however,
of
to
to
peoyoung
SILVER C!TY T"i",""'y:
talk
.
"
x. M.
too theoretical to be of any real
ple about the injurious effect of com- ers as
Otto
who
has
trviee.
Ilerr
Schule.
WILLIAMS & GILBERT,
pression on stomach, heart, lungs, liver
' PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS. and the arterial system. They are not '..ecu steadily striving to poi feet such a
ysteni in (cnnnny. has, it is said, nt
Olllco over Jackson's KruR
tore.
nnatomists, and they do not compre
'.i . gtli
succeeded in consii lifting an
Residence on Yankee St.
hend the matter nor want to do so:
SILVER CJTY
.
.
m,
operated elect rlcnlly. which
.'.iparatus
they observe that they feel as well now
the ordinary tl.i.lculiies of
iverconies
as
did
before,
they
and without weighSECRET SOCIETIES.
hntchir.g of chithens. The
artificial
the
ing the thought that it requires litre
is easily r.'.nnipuiated. nnd
.ipparatus
R. A.Ml M.ver City Chapter. Xo. 2.
to
1!:r.
work
ruin,
take
granted
for
it
Masonic
Hall
needs a small, but constant, supply of
Heiflllllr ciint'itciitijiiiu .in 'hi v.,.i
day evcnlnif of each month. All companions they always will feel as well, although current. Automatic attachments regthey have been told and taught that in
Invited to attend.
E. Cosgrove. II. I'.
both temperature and moisture,
I'erry H. Lady, Sec'y.
examinations it has been ulate
workirgw iih such deli
adjustment
the
A
V.
A. M.
found that wherever tight lacing
within
thatateiuperatureisl-.epf. JlverCity Lodiie, Xo. K. Meets at Mason- .
nicy
oí
the rule, every organ was out
over silver City Nafl Bank, tho
h
degieeof
a
tbcnormalheat
of
luirsday eveidnif on or before the full n
place and seriously injured.
i
But aleach month. All visiting brothers Invited to
incubation, l'rom 00 to 10') eggs are
though it does move them a trille to e of
v, IIk.nxktt. W. M.
attend.
hatched
at one time. Ilerr Scliulze is
I'KltKY It. LABY. Soc'V.
told that red noses and eruptive si iv.r
raid to have remedied certain points in
and
flat
chests
are
be
reto
to
laid
the
nV. Silver City Chapter
the electric "mother," which were
Xo. 8. O. E S. Meets count of the too slender waist, yet tevery st and M Tuesday In each month
found to interfere with itsrilVetiveness.
at
Masonlc. Hall. Mus. E. c, T. Waiiukn. W. m. ithe whole neither common-ser.c- e
roi This contrivance, which is a box, in
At its. nki.i.y H. Lady, Sec'y.
auld-wif- e
wisdom nor doctors havelkc
freshly-hatchechic' s can find
O. 0.1".
power of conviction that fashion dorr, which
heat and protection, while they are free
Jus L. Rldjjel y Encampment Xo. 1. meets and when fashion says
I.
that there is r.u
the
and 41 1. Wednesdays of each month,
on the ground when they
beauty in a wasp's waist, but that!'.!', to run about
IsltliiK patriarchs cordially Invited.
choose, has been devised as an accom.loil.N CAUSON. C. 1. lines of nobility and health made
v
C. 0. Hell. Scribe.
incubator.
deep breathing are the really lovely paniment to the
I o. o. r.
lines, fragility being something rathe:
How ami Uhy It Ruins.
to be feared than loved, why thcr.
ellows Hall. Thursday evenings.
is the accumulation of the tiny
NumRain
bers of the order cordially Invited to at- - fragility begins to be avoided, and the
particles of the vapor of the atmoslines of the Venus deMüo. of the Diana, phere into drops. These drops, first
A. 0. Hood. See y.
of the Tallas, begin tocóme in.
I o. . I'.
small of size, attract others of their
li Helen Lodc. Xo. 7. liebokah Deirreo
The habit of tight lnelrg has already kind and become drops of such magniKSTÍ,,','V,(1 i'.1"1. f,.n,r,'h Krl(1,iv
n.'fi.
at hall of I. S. Tiffany Lodire No. done almost iirctrieval !: injury. If it tude that they fall to the earth bewere continued there is no knowing cause of their weight. There is a limit
.Miss I'kaiii, Dotson. Sec'y
what shape it might eventually have to the quantity of water which the air
developed
Even no sculptors declare is capable of absorbing and retaining
.mTnai ".'."I h Tuesday nlirhts of each
niontn. atodd Fellow's Hall. Vivtlmr Knluhu that a model with a natural waist, as invisible vapor. Warm air is able to
Invited
I. IÍ. Wutb. C. C
sloping outward rather than inward, hold more than cold air. Hence, when
.1. J. SllKHIIIAX.
K. R Si S.
is something not to be found, even the the
air which is saturated with moisO. U. W.
most charming figures otherwise hav- ture becomes cold for any reason whatMeets on the 1st mid :ul Hi. t.lliwlii V tf .i.w.li
ing the hour-glas- s
tendency, in how- ever, it can no longer retain its mois.month. Eellow workmen cure
v Invited.
ever
a form sufficient to spoil
A. G. IIoou, M. V.
slight
ture. A portion must, under such conK. M Younu, Rec,
them for posing for anything de- dition, accumulate into drops. These
ATCHISON, TOfEKA
SANTA FE manding the freedom, the bounty and fall to the earth in the shape of rain.
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
grace of th antique.
The Greek
I" Effect Aug. 4. 1S9B.
woman supported and stayed herKeen Sense In Lower Animal.
Xo. BSI.
Xo. Rii.
self with bands of linen, but there
indicate that spiders
Experiments
Arrives.
NKSTI.NATION,
Departs.
was no compression in the swathe, and have a long range of vision. It is not
her natural waist made her of a perfect always possible to tell, however,
'(R) p. ni.
Silver City
a. m.
beauty; and
the natural waist whether the lower animals perceive b
11:110 a. ni.
10:45 a. m.
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